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a b s t r a c t

Accurate simulations of air quality and climate require robust model parameterizations on regional and
global scales. The Weather Research and Forecasting model with Chemistry version 3.4.1 has been
coupled with physics packages from the Community Atmosphere Model version 5 (CAM5) (WRF-CAM5)
to assess the robustness of the CAM5 physics package for regional modeling at higher grid resolutions
than typical grid resolutions used in global modeling. In this two-part study, Part I describes the
application and evaluation of WRF-CAM5 over East Asia at a horizontal resolution of 36-km for six years:
2001, 2005, 2006, 2008, 2010, and 2011. The simulations are evaluated comprehensively with a variety of
datasets from surface networks, satellites, and aircraft. The results show that meteorology is relatively
well simulated by WRF-CAM5. However, cloud variables are largely or moderately underpredicted,
indicating uncertainties in the model treatments of dynamics, thermodynamics, and microphysics of
clouds/ices as well as aerosol-cloud interactions. For chemical predictions, the tropospheric column
abundances of CO, NO2, and O3 are well simulated, but those of SO2 and HCHO are moderately over-
predicted, and the column HCHO/NO2 indicator is underpredicted. Large biases exist in the surface
concentrations of CO, NOx, and PM10 due to uncertainties in the emissions as well as vertical mixing. The
underpredictions of NO lead to insufficient O3 titration, thus O3 overpredictions. The model can generally
reproduce the observed O3 and PM indicators. These indicators suggest to control NOx emissions
throughout the year, and VOCs emissions in summer in big cities and in winter over North China Plain,
North/South Korea, and Japan to reduce surface O3, and to control SO2, NH3, and NOx throughout the year
to reduce inorganic surface PM.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
oratory, North Carolina State
1. Introduction

Atmospheric chemistry and aerosols play important roles in
climate system perturbation. For example, changes in the amount
and spatial distribution of tropospheric ozone (O3) can affect the
radiative forcing of climate change (Lacis et al., 1990; Forster et al.,
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2007; Stevenson et al., 2013). Aerosols can affect climate system by
directly scattering and absorbing radiation and indirectly through
their roles as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and ice nuclei (IN)
that influence cloud-radiation processes. Due to the non-linear
relationship among chemistry, aerosols, clouds, and climate, it is
important to simulate aerosol-cloud-climate interactions using 3-
dimentioal (3-D) climate models that represent such interactions.
A number of online-coupled models at regional and global scales
have been developed to study chemistry-climate interactions and
feedback processes (Zhang, 2008). For example, the Weather
Research and Forecasting (WRF) model is a regional atmospheric
model that has been coupled online with chemistry (WRF/Chem,
Grell et al., 2005; Y. Zhang et al., 2010; K. Wang et al., 2014), with
the Community Multi-scale Air Quality model (WRF-CMAQ, Wong
et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2014), and with the physics package of
Community Atmosphere Model version 5 (WRF-CAM5, Ma et al.,
2013; Lim et al., 2014; Y. Zhang et al., 2015a) to study chemistry-
climate interactions and feedbacks on a regional scale. Global
climate models such as the Gas, Aerosol, Transport, Radiation,
General Circulation, Mesoscale, and Ocean Model (GATOC-
GCMOM) of Jacobson (2001a, b), the Global-through-Urban WRF/
Chem (GU-WRF/Chem, Y. Zhang et al., 2012a), and the Community
Earth System Model with detailed chemistry (Lamarque et al.,
2012; He and Zhang, 2014; Tilmes et al., 2015) are also developed
to simulate these processes and feedbacks on a global scale.

Compared to global climate models that are mostly designed for
their applications at coarse grid resolutions of 1� � 1� to 5� � 5�

over the globe and may lack diurnal variation in emission sources,
regional climate models can include more detailed treatments for
physical and chemical processes and be applied at higher grid
resolutions. The chemistry-climate feedbacks on a regional scale
may be different from those on a global scale due to different
characteristics of regional emissions and meteorological
Table 1
Regional air quality and climate models applied over east Asia.

Applications Models

Anthropogenic emissions and air quality MM5-C

MM5-C
WRF-C
WRF-C
WRF-C

Air pollution export WRF-C
CMAQ

Aerosol direct and indirect effects RegCM
WRF/Ch
RegCCM

RegCCM
WRF/Ch
MADRI

Dust emission and climate impacts WRF-C
RIEMS-
RegCM

Aerosol activation WRF-C
New particle formation WRF/Ch

Ice nucleation WRF-C

Chemistry-climate interactions, aerosol direct/indirect effects, chemical
indicators, interannual variability

WRF-C

a MM5-CMAQ: the Fifth-Generation Mesoscale Model e the Community Multi-scale
casting Model with Chemistry (Grell et al., 2005); WRF-CMAQ: the Weather Research
RegCM3: the Regional Climate Model version 3 (Giorgi et al., 2002); RegCM3: the Regional
Climate Chemistry Modeling System (X.-Y. Wang et al., 2010); WRF/Chem-MADRID, the W
Dynamics, Reaction, Ionization, and Dissolution (Y. Zhang et al., 2004); RIEMS-Chemaero
model (Han, 2010); WRF-CAM5: the Weather Research and Forecasting Model with Che
phenomena. Several 3-D regional air quality and climate models
have been applied over East Asia to study the meteorology/climate,
air quality, and their interactions. Table 1 summarizes several ex-
amples of the regional air quality and climate models that have
been applied over East Asia. These include CMAQ, WRF-CMAQ,
WRF-Chem, WRF-CAM5, the Regional Climate Model version 3
(RCM3, Giorgi et al., 2002; Pal et al., 2007), the Regional Climate
ChemistryModeling System (RegCCMS, X.-Y.Wang et al., 2010), and
the Regional Integrated Environmental Model System - Climate-
chemistry-aerosol model (RIEMS-Chemaero, Han, 2010). These
models have been applied over East Asia on various research topics
including the impacts of anthropogenic emissions and resulting air
pollutants on air quality (e.g., L.-T. Wang et al., 2010a, b; 2014; X.-Y.
Wang et al., 2010; Y. Zhang et al., 2011, 2015b, 2016a), air pollution
export (e.g., Lin et al., 2010), aerosol direct and/or indirect effects
(e.g., Giorgi et al., 2002, 2003; T.-J. Wang et al., 2010, 2015; Zhuang
et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2016), dust emissions and resulting climate
impacts (e.g., K. Wang et al., 2012; Han et al., 2012, 2013; D. F. Zhang
et al., 2009), aerosol activation (e.g., Y. Zhang et al., 2015a), new
particle formation (e.g., Cai et al., 2015), and ice nucleation (e.g.,
Chen et al., 2015; Y. Zhang et al., 2015b). Among those applications,
some of the models do not include the interactions between
meteorology/climate and chemistry (e.g., MM5-CMAQ, one way
WRF-CMAQ), whereas other models do (e.g., WRF-Chem, WRF-
CAM5, RegCM, RegCM3, and RIEMS-Chemaero). While WRF-Chem,
WRF-CAM5, and RIEMS-Chemaero provide a comprehensive rep-
resentation of atmospheric aerosols, RegCM and RegCM3 include
simplified aerosol treatments that predict only a few aerosol spe-
cies such as sulfate, carbonaceous aerosols, and dust. All models
except for WRF-CAM5 account for the interactions of aerosol with
mix-phase and convective clouds. Further, all applications except
for Giorgi et al. (2002) and D. F. Zhang et al. (2009) focus on short-
term episodic simulations of specific processes. Giorgi et al. (2002)
a Simulation Length References

MAQ Four-month (Jan, Apr, Jul, Oct) for
2005 and 2010

L.-T. Wang et al. (2010a,
2010b)

MAQ Four-month (Jan., Apr., Jul., Oct., 2008) Liu et al. (2010a, b)
hem Jul., 2001 X.-Y. Wang et al. (2010)
hem Two-month (Jan.-Feb., 2013) L.-T. Wang et al. (2014)
hem Four-month (Jan., Apr., Jul., Oct., 2005) Y. Zhang et al. (2016a, 2016b)
hem, WRF- March, 2001 Lin et al. (2010)

, Five-year (1993e1997) Giorgi et al. (2002, 2003)
em Jul., 2001 X.-Y. Wang et al. (2010),
S Thirdteen-month (Nov. 2005-Dec.,

2006)
Zhuang et al. (2013),

S 2000e2010 Wang et al. (2015)
em-
D

Four months (Jan., Apr., Jul., Oct.,
2008)

Liu et al. (2016)

MAQ Apr, 2001 K. Wang et al. (2012)
Chemaero Mar., 2010 Han et al. (2012, 2013)
3 Nov.-Jun., 1997e2006 D. F. Zhang et al. (2009)
AM5 Two full years (2005, 2010) Y. Zhang et al. (2015a)
em Four months (Jan., Apr., Jul., Oct.,

2001)
Cai et al. (2015),

AM5 Two full years (2006, 2011) Chen et al. (2015), Y. Zhang
et al. (2015b)

AM5 Six full years (2001, 2005, 2006, 2008,
2010, 2011)

This work

Air Quality (Byun and Schere, 2006); WRF-Chem: the Weather Research and Fore-
and Forecasting Model with Chemistry e the Community Multi-scale Air Quality;
Climate Model version 3 (Giorgi et al., 2002; Pal et al., 2007); RegCCMS: the Regional
eather Research and Forecasting Model with Chemistry from the Model of Aerosol

, the Regional Integrated Environmental Model System - Climate-chemistry-aerosol
mistry e the Community Atmospheric Model version 5 (Ma et al., 2013).
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performed a 5-year simulation of 1993e1997 using RegCM over
East Asia to estimate the direct effects of sulfate and soot particles.
Their model did not simulate natural aerosols such as mineral dust
and biogenic aerosol and other anthropogenic aerosols such as
carbon aerosols; it also did not account for aerosol indirect effects.
While D. F. Zhang et al. (2009) applied RegCM3 for 8-month (Nov.-
Jun.) during a 10-yr period (1997e2006), they simulated only the
direct and semi-direct effects of dust. None of the above studies has
examined the long-term regional air quality, climate, and their in-
teractions, as well as their interannual variability over East Asia
using online-coupled chemistry-climate models that simulate
nearly all major anthropogenic and natural aerosols and also
include both aerosol direct and indirect effects. On the other hand,
Yahya et al. (2017) showed that including chemistry feedbacks into
radiation and cloud microphysics improved model performance of
radiation variables.

In this work, a regional climate model, WRF-CAM5, is applied
over East Asia for multi-year simulation. The objectives are to
evaluate the model's capability in reproducing long-term regional
air quality, climate, and their interactions, examine interannual
variability of meteorology, emissions, and the resulting concen-
trations, and estimate the relative importance of direct and indirect
effects of anthropogenic aerosols and their interannual variability.
WRF-CAM5 includes the CAM5 physics parameterizations used in
the standalone global atmospheric model, CAM5. The application
and evaluation of WRF-CAM5 in this work can therefore provide an
assessment on the model's capability for long-term climate simu-
lations and provide insights into themodel biases and uncertainties
as well as directions for future development and improvement. The
results from this study will be presented as a sequence of two parts.
Part I describes model configurations, application, and evaluation.
Part II describes interannual variability, and relative importance of
direct and indirect effects of anthropogenic aerosols.

2. Model configurations and methodology for evaluation and
analysis

2.1. Model description and configurations

Due to the rapid growth of economy, China has become the
largest contributors to global emissions for greenhouse gases such
as carbon dioxide (CO2), aerosol gaseous precursors such as sulfur
dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx), ammonia (NH3), and volatile
organic compounds (VOCs), and aerosol species such as primary
organic matters (POM). From 2000 to 2006, the anthropogenic NOx
emissions over mainland China increased from 3.8 Tg N yr�1 (Q.
Zhang et al., 2007) to 6.3 Tg N yr�1 (Q. Zhang et al., 2009) and the
anthropogenic SO2 emissions over mainland China increased from
21.7 Tg to 33.2 Tg with an annual growth rate of 7.3% (Lu et al.,
2010). The total SO2 emissions decreased after 2006 mainly due
to thewide application of flue gas desulfurization devices for power
plants (Lu et al., 2010). In the past decade, to prevent the dramatic
increase of emissions resulted from rapid growth in the economy
and energy demand, the Chinese government implemented multi-
phase emission control policies through the 10th Five Year Plan
(FYP, 2001e2005) period, the 11th FYP (2006e2010) period, and
the 12th FYP (2011e2015) period. The years of 2001, 2006, and 2011
are the first year of each FYP period and the years of 2005 and 2010
are the last year of the 10th and 11th FYP periods. The selection of
those years for modeling in this study can thus represent the
emission changes and assess the effectiveness of emission controls
for the 10th and 11th FYP periods and the air quality for the start
year of the 12th FYP period. The year of 2008 was selected before
stringent emission controls were enforced to ensure good air
quality for the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games (Witte et al., 2009). In
addition, another important event, the Shanghai World Expo 2010
was held during May to October, 2010 in Shanghai with similar
stringent emission control measures (Hao et al., 2011). Six one-year
additional sensitivity simulations are also conducted in 2001, 2006,
and 2011 to estimate the overall aerosol effects, the relative
importance of aerosol direct and indirect effects, as well as the
interannual variability and trends of such effects in East Asia, which
will be presented in Part II paper. Since 2001, 2006, and 2011 are the
first year of each FYP period, the sensitivity simulations during
these years will reflect the impacts of emission controls during the
10th and 11th FYP on air quality and its interactions with climate,
relative to the baseline year of 2001.

WRF-CAM5 is a regional climate model that was developed by
coupling WRF/Chem with the physics suite of CAM5 by the Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL). CAM5 is the atmospheric
component of the Community Earth System Model version 1.0.
WRF-CAM5 is designed to estimate the robustness of parameteri-
zations in a multiscale framework (Ma et al., 2013). In this work,
WRF-CAM5 is applied over East Asia for six years. In addition to
baseline simulations for the six years, additional simulation are
performed to separate direct, indirect, and total effects of anthro-
pogenic aerosols, which will be described in Part II paper. Table 2
summarizes the model configurations used for baseline and
sensitivity simulations in this work. Major physics options include
the shortwave and longwave radiation scheme based on the Rapid
Radiative Transfer Method for GCMs (RRTMG, Mlawer et al., 1997;
Iacono et al., 2008), the planetary boundary layer (PBL) scheme of
Bretherton and Park (2009), the Community National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP), Oregon State University, Air
Force, and Hydrologic Research Lab-NWS Land Surface Model
(NOAH) (Chen and Dudhia, 2001; Ek et al., 2003), the microphysics
scheme of Morrison and Gettelman (2008), the cumulus scheme
based on Zhang and McFarlane (1995) with modifications by Song
and Zhang (2011) as implemented in Lim et al. (2014), and the
aerosol activation parameterization of Abdul-Razzak and Ghan
(2000). The photolysis scheme is based on the Fast Troposphere
Ultraviolet Visible (F-TUV) model (Madronich,1987). The gas-phase
chemistry is based on the Carbon-Bond mechanism version Z
(CBMZ, Zaveri and Peters, 1999). The aqueous-phase chemistry is
based on the simple sulfur oxidation mechanism of Barth et al.
(2000). The aerosol module is based on the modal aerosol mod-
ule with 3 lognormal modes (MAM3) of Liu et al. (2012). MAM3
simulates aerosol number and mass concentrations of major
aerosol species, including black carbon (BC), mineral dust, sulfate
(SO4

2�), ammonium (NH4
þ), sea-salt, POM, and secondary organic

aerosols (SOA). SOA is produced from a lumped SOA gas precursor
based on the fixed mass yield approach.

All simulations are performed at a horizontal grid resolution of
36-km (with 164 grid cells in the X direction and 97 grid cells in the
Y direction) and a vertical resolution of 23 layers from 1000 to
100 hPa. The meteorological initial and boundary conditions (ICs
and BCs) are provided by the National Center for Environmental
Predictions Final Analysis (NCEP-FNL). Themeteorological fields are
re-initialized every five days. The chemical ICs and BCs are based on
the CMAQ modeling system (Binkowski and Roselle, 2003; Byun
and Schere, 2006) and the Goddard Earth Observing System At-
mospheric Chemistry Transport Model (GEOS-Chem). The anthro-
pogenic emissions over mainland China for 2001, 2005, and 2008
are based on L.-T. Wang et al. (2010a) but with adjustments for the
magnitudes and vertical distributions of emitted species described
in Y. Zhang et al. (2015b, 2016a) based on the uncertainty factors in
those emissions and model evaluation of an initial application us-
ing the original emissions. The anthropogenic emissions over
mainland China for 2006, 2010, and 2011 are based on the Multi-
resolution Emission Inventory for China (MEIC, http://www.

http://www.meicmodel.org


Table 2
WRF-CAM5 model components and Configurations.

Attribute Model Configuration

Simulation period 2001, 2005, 2006, 2008, 2010, and 2011
Domain East Asia
Resolution Horizontal: 36-km (164 � 97); Vertical: 23 layers
Physical Options
Shortwave/longwave

radiation
The Rapid Radiative Transfer Method for GCMs (RRTMG, Mlawer et al., 1997; Iacono et al., 2008)

Planetary boundary layer
(PBL)

The Bretherton-Park scheme (Bretherton and Park, 2009)

Land surface The Community National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP), Oregon State University, Air Force, and Hydrologic Research Lab-NWS
Land Surface Model (NOAH) (Chen and Dudhia, 2001; Ek et al., 2003)

Microphysics The Morrison 2-moment (Morrison and Gettelman, 2008)
Cumulus The Zhang-Mcfarlane (Zhang and McFarlane, 1995) with modifications from Song and Zhang (2011) as implemented by Lim et al. (2014)
Aerosol activation Abdul-Razzak and Ghan (Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 2000)
Chemical Options
Photolysis The Fast Troposphere Ultraviolet Visible (F-TUV) (Madronich, 1987)
Gas-phase chemistry The Carbon Bond mechanism version Z (CBM-Z) (Zaveri and Peters, 1999)
Aqueous-phase

chemistry
Barth et al. (2000)

Aerosol module The Modal aerosol model with three lognormal modes (MAM-3) (Liu et al., 2012)
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meicmodel.org; He (2012); He et al., 2015). The anthropogenic
emissions over regions and countries outside China are based on L.-
T. Wang et al. (2010a) for 2001, 2005, and 2008, and the Intercon-
tinental Chemical Transport Experiment-Phase B (INTEX-B) emis-
sion inventory of Q. Zhang et al. (2009) for 2006, 2010, and 2011.
The emission inventories of L.-T. Wang et al. (2010a) and MEIC are
actually constructed by the same group. Both of them were
developed using the same technology-based method, which esti-
mates emissions for each source according to its fuel type, com-
bustion/industrial process and control technology (Zhang et al.,
2007, 2009). The changes of fuel contents and penetration of
technologies for each source were tracked and the therefore
emission trends were achieved in time series analysis. Hourly
variations in these emissions are accounted for (Huo et al., 2009).
The online emissions include biogenic emissions from the Model of
Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature (MEGAN) version 2
(Guenther et al., 2006), dust emissions based on a modified version
of Zender et al. (2003) as implemented by Wang et al. (2012), and
sea-salt emissions based on Gong et al. (2002).
2.2. Available measurements and evaluation protocols

A number of observational datasets from surface networks,
satellites, and aircraft are used for model evaluation. They are
summarized along with the variables to be evaluated in Tables S1
and S2 in the supplementary material. The meteorological and
radiative variables evaluated include temperature at 2-m (T2),
specific humidity at 2-m (Q2), and wind speed at 10-m (WS10)
from the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC); daily precipitation
rate (precipitation) derived from the Global Precipitation Clima-
tology Project (GPCP) and NCDC; outgoing longwave radiation
(OLR), downwelling shortwave radiation (SWD), downwelling
longwave radiation (LWD), shortwave cloud forcing (SWCF), and
longwave cloud forcing (LWCF) retrieved from the Clouds and
Earth's Radiant Energy System (CERES) Energy Balanced And Filled
data product (CERES-EBAF); cloud condensation nuclei (CCN),
cloud fraction (CF), cloud optical thickness (COT), precipitable wa-
ter vapor (PWV), cloud liquid water path (LWP), and cloud icewater
path (IWP) retrieved from the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS); aerosol optical depth (AOD) from
MODIS and Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET); and cloud droplet
number concentration (CDNC) from Bennartz (2007). Surface
chemical concentrations evaluated include carbon monoxide (CO),
O3, SO2, nitrogen monoxide (NO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), particu-
late matter with diameter less than and equal to 2.5 mm and 10 mm
(PM2.5 and PM10, respectively) from mainland China, Hong Kong,
Taiwan, Japan, and South Korea; PM2.5 components including sul-
fate (SO4

2�), ammonium (NH4
þ), sodium (Naþ) and chloride (Cl�)

over a suburban site, Tsinghua University (THU), and a rural site,
Miyun, in Beijing, China; major gaseous species (i.e., SO2, NO2, O3,
nitric acid (HNO3), and ammonia (NH3)) and aerosol species (i.e.,
PM10, SO4

2�, NH4
þ, Naþ, and Cl�) at sites from the Acid Deposition

Monitoring Network in East Asia (EANET). Among all surface
photochemical indicators suggested by Y. Zhang et al. (2009), O3/
NOx is the only indicator that can be calculated based on available
observations, which is used for photochemical indicator evaluation.
The PM indicators evaluated include the degree of sulfate
neutralization based on molar ratio (DSN ¼ ([NH4

þ] þ [NO3
�])/

[SO4
2�], Pinder et al. (2008)), gas ratio (GR ¼ ([NH3] þ [NH4

þ] e

2 � [SO4
2�])/([NO3

�] þ [HNO3]), Ansari and Pandis (1998)), and
adjusted gas ratio (AdjGR ¼ ([NH3] þ [NO3

�])/[NO3
�] þ [HNO3]),

Pinder et al. (2008)). Column concentrations are also evaluated,
including tropospheric CO retrieved from the Measurements Of
Pollution In The Troposphere (MOPITT), tropospheric NO2, SO2, and
formaldehyde (HCHO) retrieved from the SCanning Imaging Ab-
sorption spectroMeter for Atmospheric CHartographY (SCIA-
MACHY), and tropospheric O3 residual (TOR) retrieved from the
Aura Ozone Monitoring Instrument in combination with Aura Mi-
crowave Limb Sounder (OMI/MLS).

Model evaluation protocol follows Y. Zhang et al. (2012b, 2015a).
The evaluation is performed in terms of domain-wide performance
statistics, the spatial distributions of meteorological variables
including radiation and cloud parameters and chemical concen-
trations, the vertical distribution of CCN, the column abundances of
major gases, and scatter and bar plots for surface concentrations.
The performance statistics are calculated in terms of mean bias
(MB), normalized mean bias (NMB), normalized mean error (NME),
and correlation coefficient (R) (see their definitions in Yu et al.
(2006) and Zhang et al. (2006)) based on 6-year annual averages
and seasonal means. They are calculated separately for comparison
using different observational networks. Following Campbell et al.
(2015), surface O3 and PM2.5 indicators are evaluated against sur-
face observations over different networks, and column HCHO/NO2
(Martin et al., 2004) indicator is also evaluated against SCIAMACHY
satellite observations.

Variations of emissions, major meteorological and cloud/

http://www.meicmodel.org
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radiative variables, chemical concentrations, and aerosol effects are
discussed in this work through trend analysis and interannual
variability comparisons. Profile comparisons are also conducted
over five major cities (i.e., Beijing, Chengdu, Guangzhou, Shanghai,
and Urumqi) to estimate the aerosol direct and indirect effects on
meteorological predictions. Different from other cities that are
moderately to heavily polluted, Urumqi does not have major
anthropogenic sources, thus representing background
concentrations.

3. Model evaluation

3.1. Meteorological predictions

Table 3 summarizes the domain-mean performance statistics
based on six year averaged results. Fig. 1 shows the spatial distri-
butions of annual mean MBs of T2, Q2, WS10, and precipitation
against the NCDC dataset based on 6-year results and Fig. 2 shows
the bar plots of seasonal mean NMBs of model predictions based on
6-year results. As shown in Fig. 1, T2 is slightly too cold except along
the southern coast of South Korea and the eastern and southern
coast of Japan, which can be attributed to the relatively coarse grid
resolution (i.e., 36 km) that cannot accurately resolve the coastline
and/or coastal processes such as land-sea breezes. The 6-year mean
MB is�1.0 �C and NMB is�7.2% for T2. As shown in Fig. 2, a general
cold bias occurs in all seasons. Among the four seasons, the winter
MB for T2 is the smallest (i.e.,�0.5 �C) and the summer MB for T2 is
the largest (i.e., �1.4 �C), which is likely due to the limitation of
WRF-CAM5 in capturing the mountainous terrain at 36-km reso-
lution and/or reproducing the observed snow cover and its rate of
melting. Consequently, Q2 is largely overpredicted over south-
eastern coast of mainland China and South Korea and Japan, despite
it is slightly underpredicted over inland China. The spatial corre-
lation coefficients between observations and simulations for T2 and
Q2 are 0.98 and 0.98 over the entire domain, indicating the model
can generally capture the spatial and temporal distributions of T2
and Q2. WS10 is relatively well predicted over mainland China but
significantly overpredicted over North and South Korea and Japan,
which is likely due to uncertainties in predicting surface roughness
and surface drag in the mountainous terrain by the coarse grid
resolution. Precipitation are relatively well predicted over
Table 3
6-yr average performance statistics for meteorological, radiative, and cloud variables fro

Variable Dataseta 6-yr average

Number Mean Obs. M
T2, oC NCDC 64146 13.6 1
Q2, g kg�1 NCDC 41381 7.93 7
WS10, m s�1 NCDC 48130 3.1 3
Precipitation, mm day�1 NCDC 62152 2.6 3

GPCP 964656 2.8 3
CF MODIS 964656 0.64 0
PWV, cm MODIS 964609 2.21 2
CCN0.5 (ocean), cm�2 MODIS 346468 7.6 � 108 4
CDNC, cm�3 Bennartz (2007) 359521 141.3 1
COT MODIS 964646 16.2 8
LWP, g m�2 MODIS 964630 109.5 5
IWP, g m�2 MODIS 964251 241.3 9
AOD MODIS 883727 0.3 0

AERONET 8615 0.4 0
OLR CERES 964656 235.8 2
SWD, W m�2 CERES 964656 181.7 2
LWD, W m�2 CERES 964656 324.9 3
SWCF, W m�2 CERES 964656 �52.9 �
LWCF, W m�2 CERES 964656 29.4 1

a NCDC: National Climatic Data Center; GPCP: Global Precipitation Climatology Proj
RObotic NETwork; CERES: Clouds and Earth's Radiant Energy System.
mainland China but overpredicted over Japan, Myanmar, and the
southern boundaries muchmore often in summers than inwinters,
indicating that the overpredictions in total precipitation are mainly
caused by overpredictions in convective precipitation over these
regions. In WRF-CAM5, the deep convection scheme is based on
Zhang and McFarlane (1995) with modifications from Song and
Zhang (2011), which was originally designed for global applica-
tions at a coarse resolution. For regional application at 36-km in
this work, precipitation biases could exist because the convection
closure works well only for coarse resolution grids. Overall, larger
biases are found over the Korean Peninsula and Japanwith complex
terrain and coastline and in western and southwestern China,
which are marked by higher elevation.

Fig. 3 shows the spatial distributions of 6-year average values of
major meteorological and radiative variables from satellite re-
trievals and WRF-CAM5 simulations. Compared to GPCP data,
precipitation is slightly overpredicted, with an NMB of 12.1%. As
shown in Fig. 3, precipitation is well predicted over land, but
overpredicted over remote oceanic areas. Compared toMODIS data,
cloud variables such as CF and PWV are well predicted, with NMBs
of �9.7% and �0.4%, respectively, despite slightly underprediction
or overprediction over some regions (see Fig. 3). The over-
predictions of precipitation and CF over the ocean may be attrib-
uted to uncertainties in the convection and cloud
parameterizations. The simulated CCN at supersaturation of 0.5%
(CCN5) over land cannot be evaluated because MODIS does not
contain CCN5 over land. CCN5 over ocean is moderately under-
predicted, with an NMB of �35.8%, especially along coastal zones.
The underpredictions of CCN5 can be attributed to the limitations
in the current model treatments of cloud microphysics and aerosol-
cloud interactions as well as underpredictions of aerosol concen-
trations. Fig. 4 shows the vertical distributions of averaged CCN in
Beijing over the period of July-September 2008. Compared to the
aircraft measurements obtained at supersaturation of 0.3%, the
simulated CCN at supersaturation of 0.2% is slightly lower and that
at supersaturation of 0.5% is higher (particularly at
altitudes < 1600 m) (note that WRF-CAM5 does not calculate CCN
at supersaturation of 0.3%), but within the uncertainty range of the
aircraft measurements. In general, WRF-CAM5 can represent rela-
tively well the observed vertical distribution of CCN over Beijing.

Cloud variables such as CDNC, COT, LWP, and IWP are also
m WRF-CAM5 simulations.

ean Sim. MB NMB,% NME,% RMSE R
2.6 �1.0 �7.2 14.5 2.7 0.98
.97 0.04 0.5 10.2 1.1 0.98
.4 0.3 10.2 31.8 1.3 0.5
.0 0.4 13.8 64.6 3.3 0.6
.2 0.3 12.1 64.9 3.2 0.6
.58 �0.06 �9.7 22.3 0.2 0.7
.20 �0.01 �0.4 10.7 32.6 0.98
.9 � 108 �2.7 � 108 �35.8 48.6 8.0 � 108 0.6
15.2 �26.2 �18.5 45.6 85.0 0.5
.6 �7.6 �47.1 55.5 10.3 0.6
0.9 �58.6 �53.5 58.5 73.6 0.7
.4 �231.9 �96.1 96.1 259.0 0.2
.2 �0.1 �36.7 52.0 0.2 0.5
.3 �0.2 �43.1 66.3 0.5 0.4
36.8 1.0 0.4 2.8 9.5 0.9
03.1 21.4 11.8 13.5 30.6 0.9
15.9 �8.9 �2.8 3.5 15.5 0.99
43.7 �9.2 �17.4 28.0 19.7 0.9
9.0 �10.4 �35.3 38.0 13.7 0.8

ect; MODIS: Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer; AERONET: AErosol



Fig. 1. Spatial distributions of 6-year mean MBs of temperature at 2-meter (T2), specific humidity at 2-meter (Q2), wind speed at 10-meter (WS10), and precipitation at NCDC sites.
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moderately underpredicted in all seasons, with annual mean NMBs
of �96.1% to �18.5%. The underpredictions of these cloud variables
can be due in part to uncertainties in the cloud thermodynamics
and dynamics treatment, the ice microphysics, the aerosol activa-
tion parameterization, and the satellite retrievals, as well as the
underpredictions of aerosols as discussed in Section 3.2. For
example, the uncertainties in ice microphysics have been reported
in several studies (e.g., Gilmore et al., 2004; McFarquhar et al.,
2006; Morrison and Grabowski, 2008). Y. Zhang et al. (2015a)
incorporated an advanced aerosol activation scheme into WRF5-
CAM5 to improve CDNC predictions, and Y. Zhang et al. (2015b)
conducted sensitivity simulations with different ice nucleation
schemes that can result in different predicted nucleated ice crystal
number concentrations by over 100% in spring. These results
indicate the uncertainties in the treatments for ice nucleation and
aerosol activation in the physics options used in this work. The
domain-wide underpredictions of total water path LWPþIWP)
could be due in part to the overestimations of autoconversion of
cloud water to rain droplets, leading to the overpredictions of
precipitation. In addition, such underpredictions suggest possibly
dry bias in thermodynamics, which is a typical problem of NCEP
FNL data over mid-latitudes. Large biases also exist in the MODIS
retrievals of cloud parameters. For example, uncertainties exist in
the MODIS-derived LWP, which could be attributed to several fac-
tors including neglecting cloud vertical stratification and the effect
of absorbing aerosols under polluted conditions with high aerosol
loading, errors in cloud top effective radius retrievals, and the
assumption of vertical homogeneity (Seethala and Horv�ath, 2010).
The underpredictions in CDNC and LWP can propagate to the COT
predictions, resulting in underpredictions of COT. AOD is also
moderately to largely underpredicted, with NMBs of �50.1%
(winter) to �30.6% (spring), leading to the net 6-year average NMB
of �36.7%. As shown in Fig. 3, AOD is underpredicted especially
over eastern China. The underpredictions of AOD are likely due to
uncertainties in the anthropogenic emissions, the use of a coarse
grid resolution, the vertical mixing scheme, the online dust emis-
sion module, the online sea-salt emission module, and satellite
retrievals. For example, Chu et al. (2005) found that AOD is over-
estimated by MODIS over dust regions due to the nonsphericity
effects associated with dust, andWang et al. (2007) found that AOD
is overestimated by MODIS over desert, arid regions, and plateaus
due to errors in the surface reflectance estimations.

Radiative variables such as LWD and OLR are well predicted,
with NMBs of �2.8% and 0.4%, respectively, and correlation co-
efficients of 0.99 and 0.92, respectively. Due to the under-
predictions of cloud variables (e.g., COT, LWP, IWP, and CDNC),
SWCF and LWCF are also underpredicted, with NMBs of �30.0%
(winter) to �6.8% (summer) and �45.0% (winter) to �30.0%
(summer), respectively, leading to the net 6-year average NMBs
of �17.4% and �35.3%, respectively. The underpredictions of SWCF
and LWCF could possibly due in part to the uncertainties in cloud
treatments as well as inaccurate predictions in aerosol concentra-
tions as shown in He and Zhang (2014). As a result, SWD is slightly-
to-moderately overpredicted, with NMBs of 8.2% (fall) to 16.8%
(winter), leading to the net 6-year average NMB of 11.8%.

3.2. Chemical surface predictions

Fig. 5 shows the scatter plots for major chemical species over
mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, South Korea, and Japan, and
Fig. 6 compares the observations and simulations for major gases
and aerosol species over the EANET sites. The 6-yr average observed
and simulated species concentrations in six major cities in Main-
land China, Japan, and South Korea are shown in Fig. S1. As shown
in Fig. 5, the 6-year average surface concentration of CO is moder-
ately underpredicted over Hong Kong, Taiwan, South Korea, and
Japan (with NMBs of �58.5% to �38.1%). As shown in Fig. 2, the
seasonal-mean surface concentration of CO is moderately under-
predicted, with NMBs of �38.7% (fall) to �47.3% (winter). The
underpredictions of CO concentrations can be due in part to the



Fig. 2. Bar plots of seasonal-mean normalized mean bias (NMB, %) for major meteorological/cloud variables and chemical species predictions for four seasons during the six
simulated years. Spring, March-April-May (MAM); summer, June-July-August (JJA); fall, September-October-November (SON); winter, January-February-December (JFD). The
observational data for T2, Q2, Precipitation, and WS10 are from the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC), the observational data for SWD, LWD, OLR, LWCF, and SWCF are from the
Clouds and Earth's Radiant Energy System (CERES) Energy Balanced And Filled data product (CERES-EBAF); the observational data for AOD, CCN5, CF, COT, LWP, and IWP are from
the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), and the observations for chemical species are from mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, South Korea, and Japan.
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uncertainties in vertical distribution of CO emissions and the
possibly overpredictions in the vertical transport due to convection
scheme of Bretherton and Park (2009) and Zhang and McFarlane
(1995). As shown in Fig. 5, the surface concentration of SO2 is
moderately underpredicted over mainland China, Taiwan, South
Korea, and Japan (with NMBs of �55.8% to �15.2%), whereas it is
largely overpredicted over Hong Kong (with an NMB of 119.9%). As
shown in Fig. 2, the seasonal-mean surface concentration of SO2 is
slightly to largely overpredictedwith NMBs of 7.5% (spring) to 83.1%
(fall), but underpredicted in winter with an NMB of �14.5%. The
overpredictions of the seasonal-mean SO2 concentrations over all
surface networks are dominated by the large overpredictions at the
Hong Kong sites (see Table 4). Similar overpredictions of SO2 are
also found in all seasons and annual mean based on 6-year simu-
lations over the EANET sites (see Fig. 6) with a 6-year average NMB
of 87.1%. The biases in SO2 concentration predictions are likely due
to the uncertainties in the anthropogenic SO2 emissions and the use
of a coarse grid resolution. For example, Hong Kong is located in
only one grid cell in the domain. The use of a coarse grid resolution
fails to capture the fine-scale details for Hong Kong, resulting in
large biases in the chemical predictions at this site. The surface
concentrations of NO and NO2 are moderately to largely under-
predicted over major cities in mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan,
South Korea, and Japan sites (see Fig. S1), with NMBs of �95.4%
and �57.7% in winter and NMBs of �88.9% and �36.2% in summer,
respectively. The underpredictions of NOx concentrations are
mainly due to the uncertainties in the NOx emissions (Y. Zhang
et al., 2016a). Similar underpredictions of NO2 are also found over
the EANET sites in all seasons, with a 6-year average NMB
of�48.2%. As shown in Fig. 2, the surface O3 concentrations over all
surface networks are overpredicted, with NMBs of 48.8% (fall) to
78.2% (summer), which is mainly due to underpredictions of O3
titration caused by the underpredictions of NO concentrations. As
shown in Fig. 5, the overpredictions of O3 concentrations are
dominated by the overpredictions of O3 concentrations at the Hong
Kong site, whereas O3 concentrations are relatively well predicted
over Taiwan, Japan, and South Korea, despite the underpredictions
of O3 concentrations at a few sites in South Korea. Unlike the O3
performance over Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, and South Korea sites,
the surface O3 concentrations are well predicted over the EANET
sites in fall and winter but higher biases occur for JJA and MAM
(with NMBs of 24.1% and �13.2%), with a 6-year average NMB of



Fig. 3. Spatial distributions of 6-year average values of meteorological and cloud variables from satellite retrievals andWRF-CAM5 simulations. Note that a different scale is used for
obs and sim IWP.
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Fig. 3. (continued).
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0.002%. As shown in Fig. 6, the surface HNO3 and NH3 concentra-
tions are moderately to largely overpredicted over the EANET sites,
with NMBs of 129.0% and 52.7%, respectively. The overpredictions
of surface HNO3 and NH3 concentrations are mainly due to missing
treatments for gas-particle partitioning between HNO3 and NO3

�

and NH3 and NH4
þ in MAM3 as explained in He and Zhang (2014)

and Yu et al. (2005) as well as uncertainties in NOx and NH3
emissions.

As shown in Fig. 2, surface PM2.5 concentrations are moderately
to largely overpredicted, with seasonal-mean NMBs of 19.4%



Fig. 4. Vertical distributions of average values of CCN in Beijing over the period of July-
September 2008 from aircraft measurements and WRF-CAM5 simulations. CCN obs.
data are taken from Zhang et al. (2011).
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(winter) to 76.7% (summer). The observed PM2.5 concentrations are
only available over Hong Kong and Taiwan (See Fig. 5). The over-
predictions of PM2.5 concentrations are likely due to the use of a
coarse grid resolution and uncertainties in the emissions such as
aerosol gaseous precursors (e.g., SO2 andNH3) and primary aerosols
(e.g., SO4

2�, BC, and OC) over these regions. Unlike PM2.5, surface
PM10 concentrations are underpredicted with seasonal-mean
NMBs of �16.9% (winter) to �3.4% (fall). The observed PM10 con-
centrations are available over Hong Kong, Taiwan, South Korea, and
Japan, and can be derived from API mainland China. As shown in
Fig. 5, PM10 concentrations are underpredicted over all these sites,
which is mainly due to the uncertainties in the anthropogenic
emissions for aerosol gaseous precursors (e.g., SO2, NOx, and NH3),
primary aerosols (e.g., SO4

2�, BC, and OC), and online emission
modules (e.g., dust and sea-salt). Fig. 7 shows the 6-yr average
observed and simulated concentrations of PM at Tsinghua (THU)
and Miyun sites in Beijing, China and Fig. S2 shows the scatter plots
of PM2.5 and its components at the Tsinghua (THU) and Miyun sites
in Beijing, China. As shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. S2, surface PM2.5

concentrations are relatively well predicted at the Miyun site, with
an NMB of �4.8%, whereas they are moderately underpredicted at
the THU site, with an NMB of �24.6%. The underpredictions of
PM2.5 are due to the underpredictions of the PM components. As
shown in Fig. 7, the surface concentrations of SO4

2� and NH4
þ are

underpredicted at THU and Miyun sites, with NMBs of �40.9%
and �81.2% at THU and �23.5% and �74.6% at Miyun, respectively.
Similarly shown in Fig. 6, the surface concentrations of SO4

2� and
NH4

þ are underpredicted at the EANET sites, with NMBs of �55.8%
and�69.2%, respectively. The underpredictions of surface SO4

2� and
NH4

þ can be attributed to insufficient conversion of SO2 and NH3 to
SO4

2� and NH4
þ, respectively, as the model shows overpredictions of

the concentrations of SO2 and NH3 at the EANET sites (Fig. 6). In
addition, MAM3 used in WRF-CAM5 assumes that SO4

2� and NH4
þ

exist as ammonium bisulfate (NH4HSO4), which may introduce
some uncertainties because it does not consider other types of
sulfate salts such as ammonium sulfate. The surface concentrations
of Naþ and Cl� are largely underpredicted at the THU and Miyun
sites, with NMBs of �97.6% and �98.9% at THU, and �97.7%
and �96.8% at Miyun, respectively. Similar performances are also
found over the EANET sites, where the surface concentrations of
Naþ and Cl� are underpredicted with 6-year average NMBs
of �42.6% and �32.1%, respectively. The underpredictions of Naþ

and Cl� are mainly due to the uncertainties in the sea-salt emis-
sions and missing sources for Cl� such as anthropogenic emissions.
In addition, similar to SO4

2� and NH4
þ, Naþ and Cl� are treated as one

species (i.e., sea-salt, NaCl) in the model. In reality, the sources of
Cl� are not only from sea-salt but also from the partitioning be-
tween HCl and Cl�. However, the model does not simulate the gas-
aerosol partitioning for volatile species, which is another source of
uncertainty for gas/aerosol predictions. He and Zhang (2014)
implemented an advanced inorganic aerosol thermodynamic
module, ISORROPIA II of Fountoukis and Nenes (2007), into CESM/
CAM5 to simulate the gas-aerosol partitioning for HNO3/NO3

�, NH3/
NH4

þ, and HCl/Cl�. Their results show that with the explicit aerosol
thermodynamic treatments, CAM5 improves the predictions of
NH4

þ, NO3
�, and Cl� significantly. Therefore, missing important

aerosol processes in themodel can partly explain the large biases in
gas and aerosol predictions.

3.3. Chemical column concentrations

As shown in Table 4, the column concentrations of gaseous
species such as CO, NO2, and TOC are relatively well predicted, with
6-year average NMBs of 5.5%, �6.9%, and 10.0%, respectively.
However, as discussed above, surface CO and NO2 are moderately
underpredicted, indicating the model uncertainties in the vertical
transport due to model treatment in the convection as well as
uncertainties in the vertical distribution of these emissions. Col-
umn SO2 concentrations are moderately overpredicted, with a 6-
year average NMB of 27.0%. The overpredictions of column SO2
concentrations can be due in part to the uncertainties in the vertical
distribution of SO2 emissions (Y. Zhang et al., 2016a) and un-
certainties in the satellite retrievals. For example, Lee et al. (2009)
reported an overall error in the annual SO2 retrievals of 45e80%
over polluted regions, especially over eastern China. In addition, the
uncertainty in the total energy consumption could lead to uncer-
tainty in the emission estimations as shown in Hong et al. (2017).
For example, the overestimations of coal consumption are likely to
overestimate the SO2 emissions, and therefore lead to overpredict
SO2. Column HCHO concentrations are also moderately over-
predicted, with 6-year average NMBs of 19.6%. The overpredictions
of column HCHO concentrations are due in part to the uncertainties
in the HCHO emission and its precursor emissions (e.g., isoprene),
chemical productions and removals, as well as uncertainties in the
satellite retrievals (De Smedt et al., 2008).

Figs. 8 and 9 compare the simulated 6-year average column
concentrations with those from satellite retrievals in summer and
winter. As shown in Fig. 8, in summer, compared to MOPITT data,
the model predicts higher domain averaged column CO by
2.9 � 1017 molecules cm�2 (or by 18.0%), especially over North
China Plain. The overpredictions of column CO concentrations and
underpredictions of surface CO concentrations are likely due to
uncertainties in the total CO emissions as well as vertical distri-
bution of CO emissions. Compared to SCIAMACHY data, the model
predicts higher column SO2 by 1.5 Dobson Units (DUs) over North
China Plain, but lower column SO2 by 0.1e0.4 DU over the western
domain and ocean. This is likely due to uncertainties in the spatial
and vertical distributions of SO2 emissions. Column NO2 concen-
trations and TOC are relatively well predicted in summer, despite
their slight underpredictions over northern China. Compared to
SCIAMACHY data, domain averaged column HCHO concentrations



Fig. 5. Scatter plots of 6-yr average observed and simulated species concentrations in Mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, and South Korea. Blank areas for some species at
some sites indicate no observations were available.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of observed and simulated surface chemical concentrations over EANET sites for 6-year average March-April-May (MAM), June-July-August (JJA), September-
October-November (SON), December-January-February (DJF), and annual average (ANN).
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are overpredicted by 1.6 � 1015 molecules cm�2 (or by 25.6%),
especially over eastern China, South Korea, and Japan. Similarly, as
shown in Fig. 9, in winter, the model predicts higher domain
averaged column abundances of CO, SO2, and HCHO, by 8.4 � 1016

molecules cm�2 (or by 4.1%), 0.13 DU (or by 54,4%), and 1.7 � 1014

molecules cm�2 (or by 0.3%), especially over eastern China. How-
ever, the model predicts lower domain averaged column NO2 by
3.5 � 1014 molecules cm�2 (or by 10.4%), especially over North
China Plain. Higher SWD predicted in winter against satellite ob-
servations can result in higher photolysis of NO2 to produce more
O3. As a result, the model predicts higher domain averaged TOC by
6.2 DUs (or by 24.0%). On the other hand, Ziemke et al. (2006) re-
ported an error of ±(4e5) DUs in the OMI TOC retrievals, indicating
the overpredictions of TOC can also be due in part to the un-
certainties in the OMI retrievals.

3.4. Chemical indicator evaluation

Fig. 10 shows the observed and simulated surface indicators of
O3/NOx, DSN, GR, and AdjGR at various sites. The results are based
on 6-year seasonal average and annual average. The concentrations
of NOx used for the evaluation are the sum of concentrations of NO
and NO2 at all these sites except South Korea and EANET, where the
concentrations of NOx only include NO2 due to the unavailable NO
observations at those sites. As shown in Fig. 10, the O3/NOx indi-
cator is largely overpredicted by 1e2 orders of magnitudes over
Hong Kong and by factors of 3e10 over Taiwan, 7e9 over Japan, and
5e6 over South Korea during all seasons, mainly due to large
underpredictions of NOx and overpredictions of O3 over these sites.
Similar performance of the O3/NOx indicator is also found at the
EANET sites, with NMBs of 161.2% (winter) to 241.1% (fall), which
are also mainly due to underpredictions of NO2. Uncertainties exist
in the threshold value of O3/NOx in determining the VOC- or NOx-
limited O3 chemistry. For example, Tonnesen and Dennis (2000a)
used O3/NOx < 15 and Y. Zhang et al. (2009) suggested O3/
NOx < 60 to indicate VOC-limited O3 chemistry. Despite large dif-
ferences in the observed and simulated O3/NOx values, they both
are smaller than 15 at most sites (except for the simulated O3/NOx
values in Japan and at the ENAET sites that are higher than 15 but
lower than 60), indicating a VOC-limited O3 formation. The higher
simulated values of O3/NOx indicate that the model underpredicts
the extent of VOC-limited O3 chemistry at those sites.

As shown in Fig. 11, the predicted surface O3/NOx values are less
than 60 over central/eastern China, North/South Korea, and Japan
in summer, indicating VOC-limited O3 chemistry over those re-
gions. The VOC-limited O3 chemistry regime extends into larger
areas in winter. Liu et al. (2010b) used a threshold value of 15 for
surface O3/NOx over East Asia in 2008, and reported a dominance of
NOx-limited regime in July and VOC-limited regime in January.
While the use of 15 instead of 60 as a threshold value in this work
will bring a closer agreement in the simulated chemical regimes to
the work of Liu et al. (2010b), the WRF-CAM5 simulations reported
here tend to predict a VOC-chemistry in greater areas than Liu et al.
(2010b), partly because of an unusual reduction of NOx emissions
prior to the 2008 Beijing Olympic games in China and partly
because of differences in the gas-phase chemistry and model



Table 4
6-yr average performance statistics for chemical variables from the WRF-CAM5 simulations.

Variable Dataset 6-yr average

Number Mean Obs. Mean Sim. MB NMB, % NME, % RMSE R

CO Hong Kong 52584 884.3 503.3 �381.0 �43.1 47.6 508.6 0.3
Taiwan 1915 0.5 0.2 �0.2 �47.8 49.4 0.3 0.4
Japan 8031 0.5 0.2 �0.3 �60.2 61.2 34.7 0.1
South Korea 2435 0.5 0.2 �0.3 �51.9 57.3 0.4 0.1

Col. CO MOPITT 955016 2.0 � 1018 2.1 � 1018 1.1 � 1017 5.5 18.8 5.3 � 1017 0.7
SO2 China-API 13735 106.9 59.1 �47.8 �44.7 68.4 98.4 �0.04

Hong Kong 52579 17.7 38.8 21.2 119.9 184.5 52.6 0.04
Taiwan 1914 4.1 2.5 �1.5 �37.9 74.2 3.8 �0.004
Japan 15502 2.7 1.2 �1.5 �55.8 75.3 2.7 �0.01
South Korea 3036 4.7 4.0 �0.7 �15.2 71.4 8.6 0.1
EANET 1145 2.3 4.3 2.0 87.1 145.5 11.0 0.5

Col. SO2 SCIAMACHY 691310 0.2 0.3 0.1 27.0 105.3 0.5 0.4
NO Hong Kong 50747 98.3 6.3 �92.0 �93.5 93.6 111.8 0.1

Taiwan 1915 5.2 0.8 �4.4 �84.3 87.8 6.0 0.2
Japan-NIES 15915 7.3 0.4 �6.9 �94.0 95.2 10.1 �0.02

NO2 China-API 311 123.9 29.2 �94.7 �76.4 77.0 105.7 �0.04
Hong Kong 52579 63.9 32.9 �31.0 �48.5 62.5 48.6 0.3
Taiwan 1915 14.6 7.0 �7.7 �52.3 62.8 11.4 0.02
Japan 15908 11.4 4.3 �7.1 �62.3 73.9 10.4 �0.05
South Korea 3108 16.3 8.8 �7.6 �46.2 62.7 12.7 0.2
EANET 245 9.0 4.7 �4.4 �48.2 61.1 8.5 0.5

Col. NO2 SCIAMACHY 838094 2.7 � 1015 2.5 � 1015 �1.9 � 1014 �6.9 54.4 3.9 � 1015 0.8
O3 Hong Kong 52579 36.4 60.5 24.1 66.3 99.4 48.3 0.5

Taiwan 1915 30.1 35.9 5.8 19.1 29.5 10.7 0.3
Japan 14267 31.6 34.9 3.3 10.5 24.2 9.6 0.4
South Korea 3108 26.1 34.5 8.4 32.0 44.7 14.3 0.4
EANET 775 37.6 37.6 0.01 0.01 26.9 12.8 0.4

TOC OMI/MSL 800946 30.5 33.5 3.0 10.0 16.4 6.3 0.7
Col. HCHO SCIAMACHY 742671 5.5 � 1015 6.6 � 1015 1.1 � 1015 19.6 52.0 3.9 � 1015 0.6
PM2.5 Hong Kong 52575 37.1 51.9 14.8 40.0 86.9 58.9 0.3

Taiwan 1631 31.2 13.3 �17.9 �57.4 58.9 22.6 0.3
EANET 71 13.8 9.3 �4.5 �32.3 36.1 6.2 0.4

PM10 China-API 5663 95.2 80.2 �15.1 �15.8 56.5 69.7 0.1
Hong Kong 52579 54.9 53.9 �1.0 �1.8 66.9 59.7 0.3
Taiwan 1918 55.4 17.5 �38.0 �68.5 68.7 44.2 0.3
Japan 16177 22.1 12.7 �9.4 �42.5 53.8 14.6 �0.03
South Korea 3165 47.0 26.0 �21.0 �44.6 52.7 29.1 0.3
EANET 785 33.7 18.8 �14.9 �44.1 46.4 20.8 0.7

Col. HCHO/Col. NO2 SCIAMACHY 664603 6.3 9.6 3.3 51.7 111.0 24.9 0.2

The units are in ppm for surface CO at all sites, ppb for all gases other than CO at Taiwan, Japan, and South Korean, and mg m�3 for SO2 and NO2 from Mainland China eAPI, mg
m�3 for concentrations of all gases in Hong Kong; and mgm�3 for PM2.5 and PM10 at all sites. The units are inmolecules cm�2 for column CO, NO2, and HCHO, and DU for column
SO2 and TOC.
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systems used. Surface ratio of HCHO and NO2 (HCHO/NO2) has been
used as an indicator for O3 photochemistry, with values of <1
and � 1 indicating VOC- and NOx-limited O3 regimes, respectively
(Tonnesen and Dennis, 2000a; Y. Zhang et al., 2009). The predicted
HCHO/NO2 is < 1 (VOCs-limited) over North China Plain, North/
South Korea, and southwestern Japan in summer, which also ex-
tends to larger areas such as central/eastern China and Japan in
winter.

Column HCHO/NO2 has been used as a photochemical indicator
for O3 chemistry (e.g., Martin et al., 2004; Campbell et al., 2015).
Compared to satellite observations, the ratio of column HCHO/NO2
indicator is largely overpredicted, with an NMB of 51.7%. The col-
umn HCHO/NO2 indicator has a strong seasonal variability, with the
best agreement with observations in spring (with an NMB of�3.9%)
and the worst in fall (with an NMB of 167.4%). Y. Zhang et al. (2009)
suggested that the HCHO/NO2 values of �1 indicate a NOx-limited
O3 chemistry. As shown in Fig. 8, during summer, while the
observed column HCHO/NO2 values indicate a NOx-limited O3

chemistry over most of the domain except for North China Plain,
North Korea, and northern Japan where O3 chemistry is VOC-
limited, the simulated column HCHO/NO2 values indicate a NOx-
limited O3 chemistry over nearly the entire domain except for
several big cities such as the larger Beijing and Shanghai areas.
Much higher simulated values of column HCHO/NO2 than obser-
vations indicate that the model overpredicts the extent of NOx-
limited chemistry over most of the domain in summer. Such
overpredictions are mainly due to the overprediction of HCHO
column over eastern China. As shown in Fig. 9, during winter, the
model reproduces well the VOC-limited chemistry (HCHO/NO2 < 1)
over North China Plain, South Korea, and Japan. While both simu-
lated and observed column HCHO/NO2 values indicate a NOx-
limited O3 chemistry in remaining areas, the model underpredicts
the extent of the NOx-limited chemistry over the ocean and west-
ern China in winter. Such underpredictions are mainly due to the
underprediction of HCHO column over the ocean and western
China. Overall, the O3 chemistry regimes simulated by WRF-CAM5
in this work for both summer and winter are consistent with those
simulated by Liu et al. (2010b) using a different regional model (e.g.,
MM5/CMAQ). These results indicate that NOx emissions control
should be applied throughout the domain areas for both summer
and winter, and VOCs emissions control should be applied over
North China Plain, North/South Korea, and Japan in winter.

PM indicators can only be evaluated at limited sites because of
limited observations. Due to unavailable observations for major
gases (e.g., NH3 and HNO3) at the Miyun and THU sites, only DSN is
evaluated at these sites. The results are based on 6-year seasonal



Fig. 7. 6-yr average observed and simulated concentrations of PM2.5 at Tsinghua
(THU) and Miyun sites in Beijing, China. Note that the observations of POM, BC, and
SOA are not available.
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average and annual average. In WRF-CAM5 MAM3, sulfate is
assumed to be present in the form of ammonium bisulfate (i.e.,
NH4HSO4). Themolar ratio of NH4 and SO4 is always equal to 1. Also,
NO3

� is not simulated in WRF-CAM5 MAM3. Therefore, the pre-
dicted DSN is always equal to 1. At theMiyun site, the observed DSN
is 1.64, and the NMB of DSN is�39.1%. At the THU site, the observed
DSN is 1.59, and the NMB of DSN is �37.2%. While most studies use
a threshold value of 2 to indicate a full neutralization of NH3 to form
(NH4)2SO4, Y. Zhang et al. (2009) suggested a value of 1.5, with
values < 1.5 indicating insufficiently neutralized and no NH4NO3
formation. The observed DSN values at both Miyun and THU are
less than 2 but slightly larger than 1.5, indicating that SO4

2� at those
sites is fully neutralized and NH4NO3 can be formed to neutralize
free NH3. In this case, the response of PM concentrations to changes
in total sulfate is nonlinear (Ansari and Pandis, 1998). For com-
parison, the simulated DSN of 1 indicates that SO4

2� at those sites is
insufficiently neutralized and no NH4NO3 can be formed, which is
inconsistent with observations. This inconsistency is because WRF-
CAM5 MAM3 does not simulate NO3

� and assumes SO4
2� is

neutralized by NH4
þ as NH4HSO4. While simulated DSN values agree

well with observations at the EANET sites, the GR and AdjGR in-
dicators are largely overpredicted at the EANET sites by factors of
2e3 for all seasons, with NMBs of 184.0% (spring) to 548.3%
(summer) and 57.1% (fall) to 240.4% (summer), respectively. The
large overpredictions of GR and AdjGR indicators are mainly due to
the missing treatments for gas-particle partitioning between HNO3
and NO3

� and NH3 and NH4
þ in MAM3. At the EANET sites, the

observed and simulated DSN are less than 1.5 and the observed and
simulated GR and AdjGR values are greater than 1, indicating NH3-
rich condition under which sufficient NH3 is available to neutralize
SO4

2� and NO3
�. The PM formation regimes indicated by observed

DSN and GR/AdjGR are consistent at EANET where both indicators
can be calculated based on observations. Fig. 11 shows the spatial
distribution of simulated indicators for O3 chemistry (O3/NOx and
HCHO/NO2) and PM formation (GR and AdjGR) for summer and
winter based on 6-year average. The predicted GR and AdjGR are
larger than 1 over eastern China, South Korea, and Japan in both
summer and winter with much larger values in summer, indicating
a NH3-rich regime with potential NH4NO3 formation over those
areas. Under the NH3-rich regime, inorganic PM formation is sen-
sitive to total sulfate, total ammonia, and total nitrate, indicating a
need to control all gaseous precursors including SO2, NH3, and NOx.
However, themodel does not simulate NH4

þ and NO3
�, leading to the

inaccurate predictions of NH3, HNO3, and SO4
2�, which may affect

not only predicted PM concentrations but also GR and AdjGR
values.

4. Conclusions and recommendations

In this work, multi-year simulations of WRF-CAM5 are con-
ducted and evaluated comprehensively against observations from
surface networks, satellites, and aircraft. The results show that
meteorological variables (e.g., T2, Q2, WS10, and precipitation) and
some cloud variables (e.g., CF and PWV) are overall well predicted
(with NMBs within ±14.0%), whereas CCN5, LWP, and COT are
moderately underpredicted, with NMBs of �53.5% to �35.8%,
indicating possible uncertainties in the treatments of cloud dy-
namics and thermodynamics, the ice microphysics, and aerosol-
cloud interactions. CDNC is also underpredicted, with an NMB
of �18.5%, indicating potential uncertainties in the aerosol activa-
tion parameterization. IWP is largely underpredicted, with an NMB
of �96.1%, suggesting some model uncertainties in the ice nucle-
ation parameterization. Due to the underpredictions of cloud var-
iables, SWD is overpredicted with an NMB of 11.8% and SWCF is
underpredicted with an NMB of �17.4%.

The 6-year averaged surface concentrations of CO, SO2, NOx,
PM2.5, and PM10 are moderately underpredicted over most regions,
which are mainly due to uncertainties in the emissions of CO, SO2,
and NOx, and PM. The overpredictions of 6-year averaged surface
concentrations of SO2 and PM2.5 over Hong Kong are likely due to
overestimations in the SO2 emissions as well as inaccurate pre-
dictions of CF. Surface O3 mixing ratios are overpredicted at all
network sites with NMBs of 10.5%e66.3%, which is likely due in part
to insufficient O3 titration resulted from underpredictions of NO
mixing ratios. The CO column concentration is well predicted, with
an NMB of 5.5%, despite an underprediction in surface CO mixing
ratio, indicating the uncertainties in the model representation of
vertical transport as well as vertical distribution of CO emissions (Y.
Zhang et al., 2016a). The SO2 column concentration is moderately
overpredicted, with an NMB of 27.0%, despite an underprediction in
surface SO2mixing ratio over most regions, indicating uncertainties
in the total SO2 emissions, their vertical distribution, and the model
representation of vertical transport. The NO2 column concentration
and TOC are well predicted, whereas the HCHO column concen-
tration is moderately overpredicted, with an NMB of 19.6%, indi-
cating the uncertainties in the emissions (e.g., HCHO and isoprene)
and chemical reactions for HCHO production and removal.

Based on the surface O3/NOx indicators calculated over Hong
Kong, Taiwan, Japan, South Korea, and the EANET sites, the O3

chemistry at those sites is VOC-limited. While the simulated O3
chemistry regimes are generally consistent with the observations,
the model tends to underpredict the extent of VOC-limited O3
chemistry (i.e., overpredicts the extent of NOx-limited O3 chemis-
try) at those sites. Based on the column HCHO/NO2 indicators
calculated over the whole domain, WRF-CAM5 predicts a NOx-
limited chemistry over nearly the whole domain except for several
big cities in summer and over most of the domain except for North
China Plain, North/South Korea, and Japan and in winter. While the



Fig. 8. Comparison of simulated 6-year average column concentrations with satellite retrievals in summer.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of simulated 6-year average column concentrations with those from satellite retrievals in winter.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of observed and simulated O3 and PM indicators over various sites for 6-year average March-April-May (MAM), June-July-August (JJA), September-October-
November (SON), December-January-February (DJF), and annual average (ANN).
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simulated O3 chemistry regimes are consistent with observations,
the model tends to overpredict the extent of NOx-limited chemistry
over most of the domain in summer but underpredicts it over the
ocean and western China in winter.

The O3 chemistry regime calculations using surface values of O3/
NOx and both surface and column values of HCHO/NO2 indicate that
while NOx emissions should be controlled throughout the year,
VOCs emissions should be controlled in summer in big cities and in
winter over North China Plain, North/South Korea, and Japan.While
the observed DSN values at both Miyun and THU sites indicate a
sulfate-poor regime and potential formation of NH4NO3, the model
fails to reproduce the observed PM formation regime, because
WRF-CAM5 MAM3 does not simulate NO3

� and assumes SO4
2� is

neutralized by NH4
þ as NH4HSO4.While the observed and simulated

GR and AdjGR values both indicate sulfate-poor regime at the
EANET sites, the model overpredicts the GR and AdjGR indicators
due to the missing treatments for gas-particle partitioning for total
NH3 and nitrate in MAM3. Inaccurate predictions of PM indicators
(i.e., DSN, GR, and AdjGR) indicate that additional model im-
provements are needed to reducemodel uncertainties in predicting
gas-particle partitioning. The spatial distributions of GR and AdjGR
indicate a NH3-rich regime over most of the domain, where inor-
ganic PM formation is sensitive to the total sulfate, total ammonia,
and total nitrate. Those results indicate a need to collectively con-
trol all gaseous precursors including SO2, NH3, and NOx throughout
the year in order to reduce inorganic PM formation.

Despite some large biases due to uncertainties in the emissions
and some model treatments such as missing aerosol species and
vertical transport, themodel can in general reproducemeteorology,
chemistry, and climate well. The model's skill is overall consistent
with or outperforms most other regional models applied to East
Asia previously. The model configuration of WRF-CAM5 in this
work is thus deemed to be suitable for long term regional climate
simulations.

There are several areas of improvement for WRF-CAM5 and its
application. Uncertainties in the model inputs such as emissions
should be further reduced in the future. Uncertainties in aerosol
and cloud treatments in WRF-CAM5 contribute the most to the
model biases so they should be reduced in the future. For example,
the current version of WRF-CAM5 does not simulate nitrate, which
is an important species for aerosol components in some regions.
WRF-CAM5 does not simulate aerosol thermodynamics, which is
an important process for aerosol mass concentrations calculation.
Explicit treatments of major aerosol species and their physical and
chemical processes should be included in the future to improve
model performance for aerosol species. The simulations of WRF-
CAM with the default heterogeneous ice nucleation scheme of
Meyers et al. (1992) (M92) show large uncertainties in ice nucle-
ation processes (e.g., large underpredictions of IWP), which are
important to the formation and properties of cirrus and mixed-
phase clouds. While Y. Zhang et al. (2015b) showed a high sensi-
tivity of the model predictions to the use of M92 and the more
advanced heterogeneous ice nucleation scheme of Niemand et al.
(2012) (N12), large biases in IWP and other cloud variables
remain with both M92 and N12. More advanced ice nucleation
schemes should be implemented into the model to improve the
model performance in simulating the formation of ice crystals and
their interactions with aerosol and climate in the future. Finally, a
finer grid resolution should be used, whenever possible, to resolve
fine-scale features such as complex coastline and terrain in the
Korean Peninsula and Japan where larger biases in surface climate
are noted in our simulations. The inclusion of physical



Fig. 11. Spatial distribution of simulated surface O3/NOx indicator, HCHO/NO2 indicator, GR, and AdjGR indicators for summer (left column) and winter (right column).
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parameterizations with scale-awareness in the future model
improvement could help improve the meteorological predictions.
Nested simulations at12-km over eastern China and 4-km over
Beijing and Shanghai areas driven with ICs and BCs derived from
the outputs of WRF-CAM5 at 36-km in this work are ongoing and
will be reported in the future.
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